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ANNUAL BAN.QUET OF NEW YORK ALUMNI
Technology's

duty to the Nation discussed and the importance
'research presented

One of the largest dinners ev er held by
the alumni of ew Y ork City and vicinity took place at Hotel Mc lpin on
January 27. The Technology Musical
Clubs, on their midyear trip west, stopped
at NewYork and gave a number of selections at the dinner, which were heartily
received. On account of sudden illnes: ,
Pre ident Ralph H. Howe,
'93, was
unable to be present, and Vi e-President
Frank C. chmitz, 95, acted a toa tma ter.
The first peaker introduced was Pre ident R. C. Maclaurin of the- Institute,
who poke particularly of the part that
cience was taking in the gr at conflict
abroad, and of the step that had been
taken to make the laboratories of the Institute a great cl aring hous for cientific
re ear h.
Dr. Holli Godfrey, '98, pre ident of
the Dr xel In titute of Philadelphia, and
one of the seven m mbers of the Adviory ommittee to the Council of ationa] Defense, pol e of the desirability
of listing the Technology ability' of the
country in what he termed a personnel
ind x, in 'order that men, who are partieularly needed for pecific technical work
in conn ction with indu trial preparedne s, could be quickly secured.
1\11'.Gano Dunn, pre ident of the J. G.
White Corp., represented the Jational
Research Council, and poke at length
upon the importan e of re earch to the

of scientific

progress of the nation. He e pecially
spoke' of the de irability of promoting
pure research. Ju t now the country is
looking forward to a pos ible state of war;
and the demand for re earch i pres ing.
He poke of the organization of the National Research ouncil, and of the things
it hoped to accomplish.. The various
re earch laboratorie of the country are
being mobilized as are al 0 the research
work r .
-George J'. Baldwin, '77, pre ident of
the Pacific
ail team hip Company,
gave an address; he spoke on "International Merchant Marine, " as follows:
The ubject of the evening, "Technology' Dutie to the
ation," i 0
larze and include
0 varied a line of
thought, preparation and work that it
eem impo ible in the hort pace of one
evening to more than barely outline a
f w ugge tive ideas on one or two of its
important pha e. Thi duty i part of
a 0' n ral duty to the nation which we
merican hav almo t forgotten, the
duty of national ervice, in which every
young man and woman hould be trained
to take part. Perhaps my creed may be
best expre ed by a hort quotation from
Frances
. Kellor' "Straight America,"
which probably all of you have recently
een:
"I believe that every citizen of this
republic, male or female, and of any age
after childhood, hould ha e a regular
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The need for some such service is
scheme of duties, a regular enlistment for
service of a definite nature, suited to his further empha ized by the concentration
and specialization of our industries and
or her status of capacity, which he must
the growth of our tremendous corporate
be prepared to render upon demand, and
which he or she must keep in training to agencies for conducting business. In the
deliver. "
.
old times when employer and employee
For the best welfare of a nation, mili- sat on the same bench and worked side
by side, they knew each other'swants and
tary service must" not be dominant but
must be a neces ary incident to a general ideas and worked together for the comnational and industrial
ervice. If we mon good, but today the president of a
great corporation barely sees the laborers
once accept the truth of these statements,
then we can more easily see the duty of in the ranks. He knows almost nothing
of their wants and desires, and they
those of us who have been scientifically
know nothing of his. The two ends have
and technically trained and have thus
prepared ourselves to give the skilled grown far apart with the resultant misservice we owe to the nation in times of understandings and differences of opinion,
peace as well as in times of war.
which tend to revolution. I believe that
The efficiency of Germany in the pres- compulsory national ervice, by placing
ent war is perhap more largely due to the
every citizen of this country upon an
national service given by each individual
equal footing of duty and work during
throughout the country than it is to the . one or two formative years, will do more
men at the front.
11other belligerents
to bring about a complete understanding
are learning this le son thoroughly, and between all the people of this country
whether or not we wish to devote one or than can be done in any other way. I
two years of our lives to such service, it see no other method of preserving the
seems evident that in no other way can democracy of our ideals and our institu.
we be fully prepared to maintain our tions.
po ition in the world.
When we think of the duties of Technology in connection' with this broad
The first immigration to this country
came from Great Britain, and we are all service, we begin to see what we can do,
inclined to think the United
tates is and I now want to bring your thoughts
to one particular duty among the many
more closely allied in nationality with
Great Britain than with any other section
which I conceive to be as vital to our
of the world. We have grown so fast that
welfare, perhaps more so, than any other
we have lost sight of the succeeding waves line of work or thought; the duty of
of immigration; the Irish, who at one assisting in the creation of a merchant
time furnished the largest number, gradmarine, in which we may be able to transually being followed by immigration
port our products and import those of
other countries in peaceful alliance and
from the Scandinavian countries, and
from Germany, then from Italy, and
competition with our countries. This
finally from 'the Balkan states. This has seems to me our primary need at the
present time. That of an armed navy
brought to our country people of many
nationalities, and in tead of being a to protect thi merchant marine, as well
homogeneous nation we are an unfu ed as to be a defence against possible aggresmixture, and perhaps our greatest need sions of other countries, seems to me a
today is to nationalize and make all of neces ary sequence.
When we look back over the developthese immigrants and their de cendents
thorough-going American citizen, whose ment of the country, we find the scientifically trained men of Technology taking
first idea of duty i to the adopted nation
which they are helping to create. I be- a foremost part in every line of effort.
lieve that a period of one or two years of They have opened our mines, smelted the
compulsory national service will do more ore, manufactured the metal , produced
our tools, constructed our factories and
to assist in this ideal nationalization than
any other one thing we may be able to do. all their nece ary apparatu , operated
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them, built our lines of tran portation
upon land and on the river and lake, and
finally constructed the cities created as a
'result of these variou agencies.
0 less
have we helped in the development of our
agricultural system through the researches
of our chemists, and in rendering available the products of our forests.
'" e have thu furnished no mall part
of the skill which has brought us to our
present state of efficiency and produced
the conditions which now make it nece sary that we should find some method of
transporting
our surplu
product
in
foreign trade in ve els built by us and
not owned and operated by our competitors. The creation of a merchant
marine i the next important duty before
you.
Ample funds' will hortly be at the
disposal of the In titute to enable it to
take its part in this particular duty and
enable it to make its chool of
aval
Architecture and Marine Engineering
econd to none in the world. I believe
both Technology and the country at
large to be now prepared for this important step, and perhap I had best tell you
why thi is true at thi particular moment.
When the fir t ettlers rea hed the hores
of New England, they found before them
. the forest and a soil not e pecially bountiful in its gift to man. It was, therefore,
natural for them to earn their living from
the ea, and in doing thi boat and hipping became nece ary, for which the
forests furni hed th material, so that in
tho e early day almost every man became familiar with the sea and with
shipbuilding. H followed the indu try
from the cutting of the logs in the fore t
to the placing of them in the vessel by hi
own labor, for which he was paid by an
owner hip in the ve el upon which he
afterward sailed. Thi produced a race
of hardy sailors skilled in hip con truetion and operation, inten ely intere ted
in their ventures be ause of per onal
owner hip, thus furni hing every incentive for the utmost personal effort, which
logically resulted in the be t efficiency.
Thus began the foreign trade of the
nited tates, tarting at the fi. heries,
transporting their product to the \\ e t
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Indies, to Great Britain and the Orient,
then bringing back the products of tho e
countries. By 1796 American tonnage
was nearly 600,000 ton ; 90 per cent. of
our exports were carried in our own hips,
and 94 per cent. of our imports brought
back by them, a hi tory of growth in
hipping without a parallel in the hi tory
of the world, to preserve which we fought
the war of 181~ and became the most
succe sful maritime nation in the world'
history. We all remember the hi tory
of tho e great clipper hips, the Rainbow,
the Flying Cloud; Challenge,
orihern.
Light, and others, which nabled u to
keep the maritime control of the ocean
until shortly before the ivil War.
By thi time, however, our people had
pread inland. They were engaged in
developing the tremendous re ources of
the country.
The production of iron and
steel in merica was in its infancy, and
while our people were gradually withdrawing from the sea, the age of teel and
of steam forced England to take her place
upon it. While we could build wooden
ship cheaper than she, her rapidly
developing indu tries in coal and iron
enabled her to produce a cheaper cargo
carrier than could be built in thi country,
and from that time until this her supremacy in the ocean trade of the world ha
been undisputed.
Thi ha permitted
the construction of ve el in uch large
volume that individual hip builder we
able to specialize and con truct in large
number only one type of ves el, thu
giving them the opportunity of cheaper
ship con truction than any other nation.
We have learned the awe lesson in
other line ,principally in the manufacture
of machine tools; that i , tools de igned
for the manufacture
of locomotives,
boiler, engine and all other kinds of
metal work. We now make the cheapest
and best machine tool in the world, and
this is the foundation of our manufacturing indu try. Becau e of this we have
been able to take the lead in manufacturing automobiles, sewing machines,
watches and a thousand other pecialized
manufactures in uch volume a to be
able to lead in the world' trade ir these
particular cla e of product .
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Today we owe our manufacturing
position to our skill in the design of
machine tools, the efficiency of their
operation, and the volume of the product
we are able to turn out by their use.
We have had one opportunity of specializing in ships. The traffic on the
Great Lakes protected by law: required
that Americans should construct American ships to transport coal, ore and wheat,
and because of this protected condition
we have been able to produce upon the
Lakes cargo carriers moving freight at
les cost per ton mile than .any other
agency anywhere else in the world.
o country produces steel, coal, copper
and all of the various raw products entering into the manufacture of vessels more
cheaply than we do. Our country from'
one end to the other has been more fully
developed. Our machine shops and technical industries have grown to a tremendous volume, and our skill today in
the manufacture of machine tools and
other labor-saving machines surpa ses
that of any other nation.
or is our
inventive capacity far behind it. We are
economically and industrially prepared
to begin our truggle for our place upon
the ocean. The volume of our foreign
trade is immense, is growing, and will
continue enlarging. We are becoming
more and more a manufacturing nation
and must amplify our trade with the
n wer countries still in the agricultural
period of development,' and just at thi
time in our commercial hi tory, when we
tand fully prepared to do this, a flood of
wealth is accidentally poured into our
hand a one of the re ult of the European war. Our urplus manufactured
product i being delivered to thes nations, and we are today extending credit
to them in lieu of the cash they are unable
to pay.
We have arrived at a cri is in our commercial history. If we fail to take
advantage of it, the country cannot
continue it pre ent progres , but if we
grasp it, our trade may become far extended.
What better course can we pur ue than
to turn our surplus product into the
con truction of merchant ship, so that

we may again carryover 90 per cent of
our foreign trade in American bottom ?
We shall be prepared for any contingency
which may befall us, when to this merchant fleet we have added an armed navy
capable of protecting it.
Can there be any more vital duty of
Technology than to give her sons to the
service of the nation in carrying out this
program?
While the people along our coast are
more or less awake to this need, tho e of
the interior have only just begun to
think of it, but the present scarcity of
ocean tonnage and the high costs of
ocean transportation
consequent upon
it have been brought horne 'to everyone,
and I believe public opinion is awakening.
The specific duty of the School of Naval
Architecture and Marine Engineering is
to assist in cheapening the constructive
cost of our vessels and to increase their
economic efficiency in operation. The
cost of ship construction today in the
United States is no higher than in competing maritime nation , but this is an
abnormal condition of which we must
take present advantage, and during this
period we must learn to construct our
ships a cheaply as those of England,
Germany, candinavia and Japan. Beginning with the training of our young
men during their undergraduate' course,
we must coordinate this theoretical
education with practical work in our
shipyards, so that on graduation our
naval architects and marine engineers
will be best qualified for their part in this
work. Our shipbuilding
corporations.
mu t cooperate with the chools and with
each other in order that each yard may
be able by this cooperation to reduce its.
cost of construction.
Our laws mu t be
so modified a to permit the most economical operation of the ship we construct.
Our bankers mu t teach the people the
nece sity .and wisdom of investment in
our merchant marine, and finally, theentire power of the United States government should be added to our other
agencies in order to encourage in, the
fullest possible manner the growth of our
ocean transportation sy tern so vital tothe needs of thi country. If we do these-
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things, our future is a sured, but if we
fail in one of them, we shall 10 e our
opportunity
perhaps never again to
secure it ..
England inow
engaged in nationalizing her entire shipping for the purpose
of using it not for competition between
British subjects but as a unified instrument directed from one central source
and operated for the benefit of the nation.
Can we compete with this unless we are
permitted to follow along lines of concentration instead of unlimited competition between ourselves? Japan is taking
possession of the trade of the Pacific
Ocean. She subsidizes her shipbuilders
and her shipping companies, and is today
in control of the bulk of the traffic on the
Pacific.
orway has been concentrating
the enormous profits earned by her vessels,
and a large proportion of the merchant
shipping now under construction
in
American yards is being built with. this
money for her benefit.
The plain duty of Technology to the
nation is to continue the work it has so
well done in the past. It has enabled us
to utilize our resources, create our manufactures and transport them to tidewater.
It must now take up the duty of providing
the ship . for the transportation of these
products to the markets of the world ..

Technology's Census
The Committee on Mobilization
of
Technology's Resources sent out, on
February ~7, a question sheet to every
alumnus, for the purpose of finding out
how each man can best help the country
in case war is declared, as well as for
indu trial defense after the war.
. This question sheet is so arranged that
It will serve also as an industrial and
employment record and will be found very
useful where requests come for older men
to fill important positions in industry.
The principal object of the sheet is to find
the most important service that each
~an can give in case of war and to aid his
Judgment in thi
matter.
There are
thr~e sheets, covering the entire profeSSIOnal and industrial field generally,
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which are indicative.
There are twentyfive generic divisions, each one subdivided into a number of classe and this
in conjunction with an experience sheet
on which the man i asked to de cribe
the most important kinds of work that he
has done. It is expected that each man
can be properly classified.
The plan for indexing is complete, and
when calls come from the government for
different kinds of men needed, it will be a
comparatively easy matter to pick them
out from this index. The general plan is
very different from the others that have
been sent out because it is possible not
only to get a very good analysis of a
man's ability but to so index him that he
can be readily found when the place
where he can best serve is to be filled.

Honors For Benefactors
Technology has officially honored two
of her benefactors by carving th ir names
on the buildings facing the east and west
courts which lead from the large central
court. The we t court has been named
in honor of Coleman du Pont, cla s of 1884
and the east court in honor of ugustus
Lowell. Coleman du Pont has contributed $1,100~000 up to the present
time for the new building.
ugustus Lowell was one of the early
benefactor
of the Institute, presenting
to the chool the Lowell building on
Clarendon street which long hou ed the
electrical engineering laboratory.

Engineering Buildings Sold
The Park treet Real Estate Trust has
purchased about 400,000 square. feet of
land in the vicinity of the Trinity Place
Institute buildings, including the Institute
property itself, and will develop the tract
this summer.
It i proposed to widen Stuart treet
and later cut Clarendon street through
to Columbus avenue with a bridge over
the railroad tracks. A suggestion is
made that a large hotel will be built on
part of thi property.

ENGLISH FOR THE ENGINEER
A description of pur English Course at Technology by' Professor Aydelotte
Our elementary English cour e at the
Ma sachu etts In titute of Technology,
and especially that part of the fir t year's
work which I have been a ked to de cribe
for the Engineering Record, might be
characterized as an attempt to translate
a certain demand, which is voiced on all
sides by ucces ful members of the profession, into a practical mea ure of
engineering education .. The que tion a
to the kind of an Engli h course engineering tudent
.hould have depends upon
the larger question whether on takes a
narrow or a broad view of the vocation
for which these men are being prepared.
One may regard the engineer a a high
cla mechanic, not a scientist but a man
who ha rna tered certain principle of
science which can be turned to industrial
uses, an expert, somewhat set apart from
mankind in g neral, who e field i the
world of dead matter and force, which he
manipulates under the direction of other
men without much regard to th general
human ignificance of hi work. On the
other hand, one may regard him a a
member of an intellectual profes ion
which has for it object the ontrol of
the human a well as the material forces
of nature, which ha or i now forming a
code of ethic according to which it will
develop those sources of power in nature
for the use of man-a
profe ion the
memb I' of which, working in co-operation, consider themselves the tru tee of
the whole body of natural knowledge
placed at their di posal by modern cience,
and who con ider their duty to be to add
to this knowledge and to use it for the
realization of the highest aims of ociety.
o reader of any large number of the
e ay and addre e in which practical
engineers of the pre ent day discus the e
problem can be in doubt a to the direction in which they would have the profe ion go. That engineering is an intel-

lectual profession, the mission of which is
to be one of leader hip in working out the
problems of the modern world and in
erving its highe t intere ts, i the claim
of many of the mo t distinguished engineer of the day; and the e men demand
from engineering school not merely
technical proficiency but al 0 that development of character and that liberal
cultivation, that capacity for. original
thought about human a well as material
problems, which will enable technical
graduate to play a worthy part in the
engineering world when the period of
their practical apprentice hip i end d
and they are ready to take the place.
vacated by the present leaders.
This high conception of the profe ion
of engineering is, of course, the fundamental justification of literary studi s in a
technical school; and it eem very important, in the practical teaching of
Engli h literature and compo ition, to
make clear at the out et the bearing of
thi tudy on the wider usefulne of the
engineer. The course about which I have
be n a k d to write i planned with
exactly that aim in view. The ca e for
composition i in the end the ca e for
literature.
The wide pread demand that
our college men, graduates of technical
chools and of college of liberal arts alike,
should be better able to write and peak
their mother tongue i really a demand
that they have a bett r literary. education.
man' writing reflects hi habit of
thought, and it is simply impossible to
give him a cultivated style by any other
method than by making him a cultivated
man.
The average engineering student has
too narrow and too mechanical a view of
his future profe ion. He does not hold
this narrow, materiali tic, mechanical
opinion of his calling a are ult of thought
and choice, but ra;,ther vaguely, from lack
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of thought, in obedience to a real or
imaginary pirit of the age (perhaps one
ought to say, of the age which is just now
passing), which it has never occurred to
him to critici e .. He is ready to take'
hold of a broader conception with all the
enthusiasm and ardor of youth once it has
been pointed out to him.
We begin our study of English literature at the Institute of Technology with
ome consideration of the status and
significance of the profe sion of engineering. U ing as a ba is some es ays by
practical engineer , we ask our students
to consider the que tion whether engineering is a trade or a profession, what
the difference implies, what is the meaning
of professional spirit, how the ethic of
exi ting profe ions differ from tho e of
business or of the mechanic art.
We
pass from this, again using a a ba is for
our work the writing of various men
prominent in the engineering world, to
the question of engineering education:
What kind of training is necessary to fit
a man to take a worthy place in the
profession if it follow the lines laid down
by the leader of the pre ent day? We
a k the student to compare hi own aims
in entering a technical chool with .the
professional demand as codified by Dr.
Mann in his recent inve tigation of technical education conducted on behalf of
the Carnegie Foundation and the five
national engineering ocieties.
The object of all this work is to make
the tudent think more eriou ly about
hi own vocation and the preparation he
need for it. Instead of telling him what
he hould believe, we undertake to make
him think it out for him elf. We do not
hand out hi ideals to him for the rea on
that he will not act on them unle s they
are hi own. We a k him constantly to
di cu these que rtion a they look to
him, orally and in hi theme ; they are, of
cour e, que tion on which it i very
important that he hould have an opinion
and they are question which excite his
keene t interest.
Following the topic of engineering
education we pass to that of pure science
ver us applied. I the intere t of the
en ineer olely in how thing are done, or

i it also in the why? What is the relation
of practical engineering to
cientific
research? Is the work of the engineer
the application of established formulre
to practical problems, or i it the solution
of problem by cientific methods?
s
a ba i of all this work we use essay by
scientific men, and we ask the cla ' as
before to di cu in writing and speaking
the application of the e idea to their own
situation and their own studies.
Finally we come to the question, What
is the relation of science to literature?
Here we a k the class to read a set of
essay by scientist
and literary men
dealing with this subject and to work out
in their di cus ion the relations between
these two great bodies of thought which
divide between them the mat rial of our
civilization.
Each tage of thi progre s
from engin ering to literature hark ba k
to all tho e preceding, and the whole ties
itself together in a connected train of
thought which these paragraphs will sug-'
gest, though, of cour e, enriched and
diversified and illu trated in ways which
cannot be sugge ted in 0 brief an outline.
The end of the half year' work i to
give the student
orne notion of these
alternative
conception
of engine ring
which I alluded to at the beginning of
thi article and orne id a of what each
implie.
The que tion i not settled for
him, perhaps, but it is opened. There
i a real connection between the various
problem with which he ha be n confronted. That conception of engineering
which tends to divorce it from literature
and from human problem , on the one
hand, tend to divorce it from cience on
the other, tend to make it mor of a
trade than a profe ion, tends. to limit the
u efulne
of the engineer to ociet by
re tricting him to the performance of
merely m chanical tasks. Even the elementary student will ee this, especially
when he hear it from the mouths not
merely of his Engli h teachers but of
practical enzineers as well. He will ee
it and in mo t ca e ,he will form for himelf a broader conception of his calling as
one dealinz with human as well a material problems and needing for it practice
well a a technical traina humani tic

a
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ing. He comes to realize the intimate
connection of the work he has chosen with
science on the one side and literature on
the other.
He conceives himself as having a place in the world not only as a
money-maker but also as a man. He is
brought to the point where he has some
conception of literature as a comment on
life, as the collected wisdom of the race
for the solution of its problems, as one
expression of that beauty which makes
life worth living.
Ideas of this kind sound very "theo- retical" and very far from practical class
work in a practical engineering
chool.
They may seem to the average reader all
well enough for a lecture on poetry, where
the lecturer may be allowed to say somewhat more than he means for the sake of
emotional effect, but likely to pass high
over the head of technical student .
s
a matter of fact lecturing about them is
the last thing we do. I can illustrate
this by pausing for a moment to indicate
more in detail how our work is conducted
day by day.
Let us take, for example, the point
with which we begin, the engineering
profession.
On the first day of the term,
before the class has read anything on the
subject, the instructor asks the question,
What is engineering?
All sorts of answers
come back, mostly vague, or good answers
quoted from somewhere but vaguely
understood.
Without saying dogmatically what is wrong and" what i right (we
dogmatize very little from one end of the
course to the other), the instructor
follows the first question with others: What
is the difference between an engineer and
a carpenter, or a plumber, or a re earch
professor of chemistry?
Is engineering a
trade or a profession?
What do these
terms imply? What makes medicine a
profession?
As a result of an hour of such
discussion, which is likely to wax very
hot, the class is ready to read e says on
the subject by engineers with avidity.
These essays are taken up in class one by
one and their bearing on the previous
discussion brought out.
For a theme the class may be asked to
explain the difference between
some
mechanic and some engineer whom they

know in the £I.eh. Or the different
members may tate more carefully rival
points of view which they have argued
about in class, All this discussion serves
two ends: It trains the men to think
more clearly, criticising their own ha ty
opinions, and to say carefully and exactly
what they mean.
And the result of all
of it, carried through the whole list of
topic ,i
to build up in their minds 3r
body of ideas which they would never
catch from lectures or from reading unaccompanied by discussion.
The function of the teacher is to direct the discussion and focus it upon the important
issues. If he gives his opinion it is as an
individual rather than as a source of
authority.
His purpose is to stimulate
and bring out differences of opinion,
objections, and contradictions,
that the
class may try them and decide on their
validity.
This "method has more in
common with that of Socrates than with
that of the typical German professor.
It
is not an ea y way of teaching, but it is
extremely effective.
The volume of essays on which this
work is based is arranged according to
topics, with several essays under each, in
the order in which I have taken them up.
They are (excluding the first), "The
Engineering
Profession,"
" Engineering
Education, " "Pure eience and Applied, "
"Science and Literature"
and "Literature and Life."
Thi last section contains half a dozen e ays illustrating in
elementary way the idea of literatur
as
a "comment on lif ," and this forms a
kind of ummary of all that has gone
before and as well a dir ct preparation
for the further study of literature in the
second year.
The first ection of our collection has
for its title" Writing and Thinking," and
that title will suggest the method of the
composition work which accompanies the
reading.
That work is based on the
principle that the first rule of good writing
is clear thinking . We grade our themes
primarily on the ideas expressed in them.
We do not neglect faults of expression, but
our ideal is one of content as well as of
form. Where faulty expression is due
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to careless thinking, as i~ most case it is,
the trouble is traced back to its source.
For composition work of this kind the
ideas about engineering and literature
which we have been developing make
admirable material.
The men are interested and stimulated by them. The
differences of opinion which arise make
them eager to talk and to write. These
conditions, the fact that they have something to say and the desire to say it well,
are most important for effective work in
composition. Of. course, the men are
unequal. It cannot be maintained that
all students do well in such a course as this.
To a certain type of mind the work seems
"up in the air," with nothing tangible to
learn and repeat, only ideas to discuss.
The best students take to it keenly; the
average men show marked improvement
in the care With which they read and in
the clearness with which they talk and
write, while that student is dull indeed
who does not produce some theme which
are real expres ions of his own thought
and of his own personality.
This work we make'markedly
individual throughout.
We encourage ind pendence and try to be patient with every
point of view. Every effort is made to
induce the student to think for himself.
To this end we find a large numb r of
personal conferences, which are a tradition
of the English department at the Institute,
of the utmost value.
Work of the kind which I have ju t
outlined eems to us, as I have aid elsewhere, to have more value for strictly
technical purpo es than a course occupied
exclusively with what i called" technical
0 matter
what the ubject
writing."
to be discu s d the problem of writinz is
much the same. Th student who can
think straight, who can handle complicated ideas, who can balance arguments
and mar hal them to the upport of his
conclu ions, can handle any technical
ubject within the range of hi technical
ability.
.
This does not mean that the tudent
will not get great value from in truction
in technical writing.
There are, of cour e, tricks in every
trade, but the tricks are much ea i r to
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acquire and much less important than
general intelligence. There is no "foolproof" method of writing engineering
reports. An engineer who relies on a
stereotyped form will turn out a machinemade product, devoid of real vitality.
The problem is one of common ense, of
perspective, of power of clear thought and
clear expression, and of imagination to
gra p the point of view of the man who is
to read the report.
But the value of the work I have
described is not limited to its bearing
upon the actual writing which the engineer must do in the practice of his profession. Even more important
is it
educative value to the man, the approach
it gives him to literature, the intellectual
interests which it opens up to him, not a
matters foreign to his work but as vitally
connected with it. If the engineer is to
have his full value to society he must view
society broadly and address himself to
the solution of its problems, human a
well as material.
In the education of
this broader engineer, whom society so
badly needs, the study of the mother
tongue must be mor than the acquirement of fact's or a superficial accomplishment; it mu t be a training in thought,
the influence of which is to clarify and
humanize the student's character and his
aims in life.-PRoFESSOR FRANK AYDET eios,
LOTTEin the Engineering

Dr. Keyes Returns to Tech

I

Dr. Frederick G. K yes, who has been
a ociated with the Cooper Hewitt Electric ompany for the past two year a
chief engineer, has severed his connection
to take charge of the research laboratory
of phy ical chemi try at the Ma achusetts Institute of Technology.
Dr. Keyes
still continues with the company in a
consulting capacity.
R. D. Mailey, who has been Dr. Keye '
assistant, succeeds him aschief engineer.
Mr. Mailey will/be a isted by Dr. W.
J. Winninghoff, formerly of the Mas achusetts Institute of Technology research
laboratory, and until recently connected
with the Anaconda Copper Company.

DEVELOPMENT

IN THE COURSE IN NAVAL ARCHITECTURE

Strong advisory committee of prominent shipbuilders appointed-Building
the future

for

structors are obliged by law to take its
For it part in the program of naval
course and from other countries gradupreparedness in the country the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology has ates from local academie come to it for
taken quick and what i likely to be fini bing work, hould take counsel of
efficient action and, a has been the rule leaders in the shipbuilding industries.
More than perhaps any other departwhere Technology is concerned, the
ment of study at Technology, naval
action has not only consideration of the
architecture must look into the future.
present but looks well into the future.
The rea on for this primarily i that when
The in tant action has been the furnishing
demands come, as they have at this moof available quick re ource for hipbuildment, it is too late to begin the preparaing, the prophetic pha e will include what
may be termed a naval architecture ex- tion of men for the special work; they
must be ready. It is on account of the
perience and the invitation by the Intitute to five leading men high up in Iar-sightedne s of the Tech administramaritime corporations to form an ad- tion that the country is a well upplied
vi ory committee to work with it. The )as it may be for the emergency. From it
courses in naval architecture have gone
member hip of this committee is Joseph
forth the majority of the men who, as
W. Powell, president of the Fore River
naval con tructors, must over ee the
hip building Co.; Homer L. Ferguson,
president of the
ewport New Ship building up of the navy, and in the allied
tudies of aerodynamic it i ignificant
Building Co.; Charle
P. Wetherbee,
'91, vice-pre ident of the Bath Iron
that the leader in the aeronauti se tion
of the signal ervic are in greater part
Works; James wan, '91, of the Herrehoff Manufacturing Co.; and George J. Technology men.
Baldwin, "77, vice-president of the AmeriWhat the In tit ute ha been able to do
can International Co., and pre ident of on the in tant i to furni h men already
ew York
hipping
orporation, and trained to mo t e ntial work. The time
the e gentlemen have all accepted the
of graduation of the senior i only two
invitation to ooperate with the Institute.
months away and these tudents are but
The committee, while it will be of great
little below th fini hed produ t and are'
advantage in the pre nt juncture, i to already
ompetent engineer.
In the
be permanent and i anoth r link in demand for men with knowledge of
the close relationship which T chnolo y is naval affair, the
nit d tate naval
forming with the different indu trie .
constructor
were naturally
alled out
Tho e who are cognizant of the statu of first, but immediat ly all the oth I' m mbel' of th
enior cla in th
cour e
the hipbuilding bu ine in the country
ar well aware that it i in a criti al con- were placed in navy and shipbuilding
yard.
Th
young men will not lose
dition, and President Maclaurin feel
a sured that a ide from the temporary
th ir degre , but will I' ceive them in
impetus of the present ru h, the future of June as if they had continued in Tech
merican hipbuilding will be made or itself, pro id d, of cour e, that their
marred during the next few ear.
This records are good. The Institute i thereis the psychological moment for the work fore today cutting an important though
It i fit, therefore, that
of development.
uno tentatiou figure in the na al emerthe Institute, which stands in such high gencies that the declaration of war has
repute that all nited tates naval con- . brought upon the nation.

